The dog kicked me and she barked as I walked in the door.

**Subject** (the boy)
**Verb** (thought)
**Direct Object** (that)
**Indirect Object** (the room)

**Sentence Type:** Simple Sentence

---

**Compound-Complex Sentence:**

The dog was sad when he was punished.

- **Dependent Clause:** when he was punished
- **Independent Clause:** The dog was sad

---

**Verbal Phrases:**

that introduces the sentence (a quick explanation of definition that introduces the sentence)

---

**Gerunds:**

Sweeping the floor

---

**Prepositional Phrase:**

at the corner

---

**Inflection:**

Was

---

**Definition:**

A subject is a noun or pronoun that acts as the subject of the sentence.

---

**Step 4:**

Each group of words with a subject and predicate...

---

**Step 3:**

Verbals do not have subjects and predicates!

---

**Step 2:**

Each word

---

**Step 1:**

Parts of speech